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Abstract 

The Domain Name System (DNS) has become a critical operational part of the Internet Infrastructure, yet it has no strong 
security mechanisms to assure Data Integrity or Authentication. Extensions to the DNS are described that provide these 
services to security aware resolves are applications through the use of Cryptographic Digital Signatures. These Digital 
Signatures are included zones as resource records. The extensions also provide for the storage of Authenticated Public keys in 
the DNS. This storage of keys can support general Public key distribution services as well as DNS security. These stored keys 
enables security aware resolvers to learn the authenticating key of zones, in addition to those for which they are initially 
configured. Keys associated with DNS names can be retrieved to support other protocols. In addition, the security extensions 
provide for the Authentication of DNS protocol transactions. 

Keywords: Domain Name Server (DNS), Private Key, Public key 
1. Introduction and Problem Statement 

Domain Name System plays a very vital and unnoticed role in the life of Internet. Its job starts before any protocol 
starts working. When a client enters the address of a website into address bar of Internet explorer and press enter key, 
its job starts. Human can remember easily readable names of websites whereas computers can only read and store 
binary data. So for computers, it is not possible to store alphabetical characters. To solve this problem, websites are 
assigned IP addresses which are 4-byte number and for the ease of human, these IP addresses are converted into their 
corresponding alphabetical names or vice versa by the Domain Name System.  
With continuous progress in Information Technology and other fields, DNS experienced many attacks. These attacks 
include DNS Cache Poisoning, DNS Data Spoofing, DoS attacks and many more. Also attackers can read the outgoing 
DNS data of a client and can attack on client’s computer with a shadow server. So it shows that confidentiality of DNS 
data is equally important with all other safety measures. Authenticity is based on the identity of some entity. This entity 
has to prove that it is genuine. In many Network applications the identity of participating entities is simply determined 
by their names or addresses. High level applications use mainly names for authentication purposes, because address 
lists are much harder to create, understand, and maintain than name lists. 
Assuming an entity wants to spoof the identity of some other entity, it is enough to change the mapping between its low 
level address and its high level name. It means that an attacker can fake the name of someone by modifying the 
association of his address from his own name to the name he wants to impersonate. Once an attacker has done that, an 
authenticator can no longer distinguish between the true and fake entity. 

2. Overview of the DNS 
To connect to a system that supports IP, the host initiating the connection must know in advance the IP address of the 
remote system. An IP address is a 32-bit number that represents the location of the system on a network. The 32-bit 
address is separated into four octets and each octet is typically represented by a decimal number. The four decimal 
numbers are separated from each other by a dot character ("."). Even though four decimal numbers may be easier to 
remember than thirty-two 1’s and 0’s, as with phone numbers, there is a practical limit as to how many IP addresses a 
person can remember without the need for some sort of directory assistance. The directory essentially assigns host 
names to IP addresses. [1] 
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Fig 1. DNS Domain 

The Stanford Research Institute’s Network Information Center (SRI-NIC) became the responsible authority for 
maintaining unique host names for the Internet. The SRI-NIC maintained a single file, called hosts.txt, and sites would 
continuously update SRI-NIC with their host name to IP address mappings to add to, delete from, or change in the file. 
The problem was that as the Internet grew rapidly, so did the file causing it to become increasingly difficult to manage. 
Moreover, the host names needed to be unique throughout the worldwide Internet. With the growing size of the Internet 
it became more and more impractical to guarantee the uniqueness of a host name. The need for such things as a 
hierarchical naming structure and distributed management of host names paved the way for the creation of a new 
networking protocol that was flexible enough for use on a global scale. [1] 

What evolved from this is an Internet distributed database that maps the names of computer systems to their respective 
numerical IP network address (es). This Internet lookup facility is the DNS. Important to the concept of the distributed 
database is delegation of authority. No longer is one single organization responsible for host name to IP address 
mappings, but rather those sites that are responsible for maintaining host names for their organization(s) can now 
regain that control. [1] 

2.1 Fundamentals of DNS  

The DNS not only supports host name to network address resolution, known as forward resolution, but it also supports 
network address to host name resolution, known as inverse resolution. Due to its ability to map human memorable 
system names into computer network numerical addresses, its distributed nature, and its robustness, the DNS has 
evolved into a critical component of the Internet. Without it, the only way to reach other computers on the Internet is to 
use the numerical network address. Using IP addresses to connect to remote computer systems is not a very user-
friendly representation of a system’s location on the Internet and thus the DNS is heavily relied upon to retrieve an IP 
address by just referencing a computer system's Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). A FQDN is basically a DNS 
host name and it represents where to resolve this host name within the DNS hierarchy. [1] 

3. RELATED WORKS 
3.1 The Domain Name Space 
The DNS is a hierarchical tree structure whose root node is known as the root domain. A label in a DNS name directly 
corresponds with a node in the DNS tree structure. A label is an alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies that node 
from its brothers. Labels are connected together with a dot notation, ".", and a DNS name containing multiple labels 
represents its path along the tree to the root. Labels are written from left to right. Only one zero length label is allowed 
and is reserved for the root of the tree. This is commonly referred to as the root zone. Due to the root label being zero 
length, all FQDNs end in a dot [RFC 1034]. [3] 

As a tree is traversed in an ascending manner (i.e., from the leaf nodes to the root), the nodes become increasingly less 
specific (i.e., the leftmost label is most specific and the right most label is least specific). Typically in an FQDN, the left 
most label is the host name, while the next label to the right is the local domain to which the host belongs. The local 
domain can be a sub domain of another domain. The name of the parent domain is then the next label to the right of 
the sub domain (i.e., local domain) name label, and so on, till the root of the tree is reached. [3] 
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Figure 2.  Domain Name Space example 

When the DNS is used to map an IP address back into a host name (i.e., inverse resolution), the DNS makes use of the 
same notion of labels from left to right (i.e., most specific to least specific) when writing the IP address. This is in 
contrast to the typical representation of an IP address whose dotted decimal notation from left to right is least specific to 
most specific. To handle this, IP addresses in the DNS are typically represented in reverse order. IP addresses fall under 
a special DNS top level domain (TLD), known as the in-addr.arpa domain. By doing this, using IP addresses to find 
DNS host names are handled just like DNS host name lookups to find IP addresses. [3] 

Figure 3.  Example of inverse domains and the Domain Name Space 

3.2 DNS Components 

The DNS has three major components, the database, the server, and the client [RFC 1034]. The database is a 
distributed database and is comprised of the Domain Name Space, which is essentially the DNS tree, and the Resource 
Records (RRs) that define the domain names within the Domain Name Space. The server is commonly referred to as a 
name server. Name servers are typically responsible for managing some portion of the Domain Name Space and for 
assisting clients in finding information within the DNS tree. Name servers are authoritative for the domains in which 
they are responsible. They can also serve as a delegation point to identify other name servers that have authority over 
sub domains within a given domain. [5] 

The RR data found on the name server that makes up a domain is commonly referred to as zone information. 
Thus, name servers have zones of authority. A single zone can either be a forward zone (i.e., zone information that 
pertains to a given domain) or an inverse zone (i.e., zone information that maps IP addresses into DNS host names). 
DNS allows more than one name server per zone, but only one name server can be the primary server for the zone. 
Primary servers are where the actual changes to the data for a zone take place. All the other name servers for a zone 
basically maintain copies of the primary server’s database for the zone. These servers are commonly referred to as 
secondary servers. [6] 

3.3 DNS Transactions 

DNS transactions occur continuously across the Internet. The two most common transactions are DNS zone transfers 
and DNS queries/responses. A DNS zone transfer occurs when the secondary server updates its copy of a zone for 
which it is authoritative. The secondary server makes use of information it has on the zone, namely the serial number, 
and checks to see if the primary server has a more recent version. If it does, the secondary server retrieves a new copy 
of the zone. [7] 

A DNS query is answered by a DNS response. Resolvers use a finite list of name servers, usually not more than three, 
to determine where to send queries. If the first name server in the list is available to answer the query, than the others 
in the list are never consulted. If it is unavailable, each name server in the list is consulted until one is found that can 
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return an answer to the query. The name server that receives a query from a client can act on behalf of the client to 
resolve the query. Then the name server can query other name servers one at a time, with each server consulted being 
presumably closer to the answer. The name server that has the answer sends a response back to the original name 
server, which then can cache the response and send the answer back to the client. Once an answer is cached, a DNS 
server can use the cached information when responding to subsequent queries for the same DNS information. Caching 
makes the DNS more efficient, especially when under heavy load. This efficiency gain has its tradeoffs; the most 
notable is in security. [7] 

 
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

As we know that RSA algorithm is good from the point of security and it is simple for working so it becomes easy to 
secure our data from any attack. The RSA algorithm is based on mathematical fact that it is easy to find and multiply 
large prime number together, but it is extremely difficult to factor their product. The private & public keys in RSA are 
based on very large prime number. The algorithm is itself is quite simple but if we select very large prime number then 
it is very difficult for attacker to find the solution. [2] 
The Following functions avoid the pitfalls of the existing system. 

1. Fast and efficient work 
2. Ease of access to system 
3. Manual effort is reduced 

In 1994, the IETF formed a working group to provide security extensions to the DNS protocol in response to the 
security issues surrounding the DNS. These extensions are commonly referred to as DNSSEC extensions. These 
security enhancements to the protocol are designed to be interoperable with non-security aware implementations of 
DNS. The IETF achieved this by using the RR construct in the DNS that was purposely designed to be extensible. The 
WG defined a new set of RRs to hold the security information that provides strong security to DNS zones wishing to 
implement DNSSEC. These new RR types are used in conjunction with existing types of RRs. This allows answers to 
queries for DNS security information belonging to a zone that is protected by DNSSEC to be supported through non-
security aware DNS servers. [3] 

In order to gain widespread acceptance, the IETF DNSSEC WG acknowledged that DNSSEC must provide backwards 
compatibly and must have the ability to co-exist with non-secure DNS implementations. This allows for sites to migrate 
to DNSSEC when ready and allows less complexity when upgrading. This also means that client side software that are 
not DNSSEC aware can still correctly process RR Sets received from a DNSSEC server. [5] 

4.1 Objective 

A fundamental principle of the DNS is that it is a public service. It requires correct and consistent responses to queries, 
but the data is considered public data. As such, the need for authentication and integrity exists, but not for access 
control and confidentiality. Thus, the objectives are to provide authentication and integrity to the DNS. Authentication 
and integrity of information held within DNS zones is provided through the use of cryptographic signatures generated 
through the use of public key technology. Security aware servers, resolvers, and applications can then take advantage of 
this technology to assure that the information obtained from a security aware DNS server is authentic and has not been 
altered. [7] 

Although the DNSSEC WG chose not to provide confidentiality to DNS transactions, they did not eliminate the ability 
to provide support for confidentiality. Other applications outside of the DNS may choose to use the public keys 
contained within the DNS to provide confidentiality. Thus the DNS, in essence, can become a worldwide public key 
distribution mechanism. Issues such as cryptographic export are not, and may never be, solved worldwide; however, the 
DNS provides mechanisms to have multiple keys, each from a different cryptographic algorithm for a given DNS name, 
as a means to help alleviate this problem. [7] 

4.2 Scope 

The scope of the security extensions to the DNS can be summarized into three services: key distribution, data origin 
authentication, and transaction and request authentication. 

4.3 Key Distribution 

The key distribution service not only allows for the retrieval of the public key of a DNS name to verify the authenticity 
of the DNS zone data, but it also provides a mechanism through which any key associated with a DNS name can be 
used for purposes other than DNS. The public key distribution service supports several different types of keys and 
several different types of key algorithms.  
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4.4 DNS Transaction and Request Authentication 

DNS transaction and request authentication provides the ability to authenticate DNS requests and DNS message 
headers. This guarantees that the answer is in response to the original query and that the response came from the server 
for which the query was intended. Providing the assurance for both is done in one step. Part of the information, 
returned in a response to a query from a security aware server, is a signature. This signature is produced from the 
concatenation of the query and the response. This allows a security aware resolver to perform any necessary verification 
concerning the transaction. [2] 

Another use of transaction and request authentication is for DNS Dynamic Updates. Without DNSSEC, DNS Dynamic 
Update does not provide a mechanism that prohibits any system with access to a DNS authoritative server from 
updating zone information. In order to provide security for such modifications, Secure DNS Dynamic Update 
incorporates DNSSEC to provide strong authentication for systems allowed to dynamically manipulate DNS zone 
information on the primary server. [2] 

 

Figure 4.  Example of a DNS cross check that fails 
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